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- 	Monday, 5 February, 1912. 

ARTHUR GRAY, MA.; Vice-President, in the Chair. 

Professor A. C. SEwARD; F.R.S., read a paper, illustrated 
w- ith lantern slides, on 

THE CHURCHES OF GOTHLAND. 

Fr Is with considerable diffidence that the, followiig.. notes 
are communicated to the Cambridge 'Antiquarian Society by 
one who has no claim to be regarded as a serious student of 
Architecture, and whose opportunities for a first-hand study 
of the buildings describes were comprised within a fortnight's 
holiday on the island of Gothiand in July of. last year (1911). 
The main object of. this., paper is' to. draw attention to a 
comparatively little known Swedish province, well worthy of 
attention by students of Ecclesiastical Architecture. 

Gothiand is a long and narrow island, between 80 and 90 
miles in length, with 'a maximum' breadth of about 30 miles, 
lying in the Baltic sea,-.40-50 miles from, Sweden, and 130 
miles S E of Stockholm It consists 9of a plateau of almost 
horizontal 'Silurian 'strata, for the most part limestone, rising 
on the west side to'about 200 ft. above sea-level 'in a series of 
terraces. On this terraced edge i's the only town, 'Wisby. The 
limestone sometimes assumes a crystalline texture and forms 
a homogeneous white marble, admirably adapted for sculpture: 
with the exception of a sparing use of sandstone, and the 
occasional employment of bricks in the construction of vaults, 
limestone is generally employed, in the churches and other 
buildings. Forests in 'whiáh the Scots Pine is the dominant 
'tree grow vigorously on the Glacial drift, covering many square 
miles of country'..,  

1 For an account of the vgetation.features of ':the island, see Thomas (11). 
The numbers after authors' names denote the year of publication of the books - 
and papers given in the Bi'bliography'oii page "85.' 
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Wisby affords an impressive example of a surviiral ftom 
the Middle Ages: in the I 3th and 14th centuries it. was one 
of the most important commercial centres of the Hansaleague; 
and has now a population of barely 10,000 people. Gothland 
is said to have been converted to Christianity, uñdèr §0me 
compulsion, by 'King Olaf of Norway in 1030. In 1361 
Wàldemar, JJJ1 of Denmark led a suëcessful plundering expê-
dition to the island and afterwards erected a stone cross, which 
still stands on the outskirts of 'Wisby, to the memory. Of his 
fallen foes. Some timesubseEjuent to the Danish raid a 
great part of the-capital town was destroyed 'by fire. Another 
consideration germane to our subject is supplied by the trade-
relations: between Wisby and Constantinople attested by the'  
discovery of Byzantine coins, the money of 'traders who 
travelled' by the rivers of Russia and crossed the narrow 
stretch of sea between Gothland and the Livonian coast'. 
Anglo-Saxon coins have also been found in. abundance. With 
LUbeck. and other 'German towns Wisbr was clOsely connected 
by common commercial interests, a relationship clearly reflected 
in the style of the churches. 

So far as I am aware, the only monastic building outside 
Wisby is represented by the ruins of a Cistercian church at 
Roma, near the centre of the island: within the walls of 
Wisby two of the largest àhurches were built respectively by 
Dominicans and Franciscans. . 

The capital town as seen from the sea is at once striking 
and pathetic: a small congeries of houses, some over-topping. 
the rest by high-pitched stepped gables, built at the foot of 
the escarpment along the harbour and shore-line and scattered 
over the rising ground in narrow winding streets on the terraced 
limestone. The lofty Cathedral of S. Maria, with its three 
substantial towers, is 'a prominent landmark: the broad squarO 
towers of S. Lars and S. Drotten, the west gable of S. Nicholas, 
and the bared and broken vaults of the nave, the long pave of 
S. Karin overarched by a series of transverse vaulting-ribs 

1 By some writers styled Waldemar IV.' [Clark (58).] This discrepney is 
explained by the fact that an impostor who reigned for some years ;S counted 
as the third Waldemar. See Zimmern (89). 

5-2 
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(P1.: V, 'B) are easily recognized among the rowded houses. 
The town'is almost con1et'ely enclosed by a late 13th entury 
wall, with a succession of square towers, gateway, and saddle 
towers (P1. V, A). The walls are assigned.- to 1280, but, as 
Mr Axel Haig' 'points out, 'there have been many subsequent 
additions. The towers are square in plan, 'occasionally hexagonal 
above, and open on the side facing the town; alternating with 
them' are smaller saddle-towers resting on. simple 'rounded 
corbels. In the 'lower and. thicker part of the wall, is an. 
arcâding of blind pointed arches on the town face (shown below 
the saddle tower in P1. V, A),' and at a short distance below 
the' top are two rows of square holes: in the masonry ,foi the 
insertion of supports for an overhanging gallery 2. M. Eulart 3  
points out that the groin of the vaulted roofs over the 
passage through the tower-gates die out towards the crown, 
a feature suggestive of Byzantine influence. 

'Beyond the walls to the north is the ruined church of 
S. Göran' (P1. VII), with three tall and slender gables,' and 
a short distance away three limestone pillars arranged in ,a 
triangular group stand out conspicuously on the Golgbeigeti 
or Gallows' hill. These pillars were no doubt originally con-
nected, by horizontal beams, from which the condemned 'were - 

4 suspended.  
I wish to expiess my, cordial thanks. tO 'Dr * Klintberg, of 

Wisby, for calling my attention to seveFal papers on 'GOth1and 
ArChitecture, and for his great kindness in acting as guide 
and adviser on 'several occasions. ' The great scintific value 
of Dr Klintberg's work is well' known to all students of 
Gothland and its' inhabitants 5 . 

The most recent account of Gothland. Ecclesiastical Archi-
'tecture kno'w'n to" me is that by J. Roosval 6 ; in this well 
illustrated volume the. Gothic art of the island is treated from 

Haig (86).  
2 Cf. Viollet-le-Duc (73)', Vol. r, p. 361. 	 ' 	. 

.? Michél (06), Vol.' ii, Pt.i, p. 6.  
For figures of gibbets, see Viollet-le-Duc (68), Vol. v, under, 'Fourches.' 
Klintberg (09).. For some account. of Dr Klintberg's researches, - see 

Duckworth (08).  
6 Roosval (11).  
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Walls on the N. side of Wisby. 
S. Karin, looking East. 
S. Lars, apse. (B and C from drawings by M. Seward. 
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a comparative and ëvo1utibnaiy point of view.- Dr Klintberg 
informed'.me, and the same statement is made by Roosval, that 
Prof. Ekhoff, 'of Stockholm, is, at present engaged in 'a thorough 
examination of some of the Wisby churches'. The references 
to ,Gothland. architecture "given, in the Bibliography, 'though 
far from complete, may serve, as sOUrces from, which the 
fol1owing notes may.. - ,be amplified. 

In the Ecciesiologist for 1858, Mr J. W.. 'Clark 2'  published 
some notes on Gothiand churches, the result "of... ,a week's 
ramble -in the autumn of 1S56; and in .the same periodical 
(1848). are letters from Mr Gordon', of the British Legation, 
at Stockholm containing a good account, with a carefully 
drawn plan, of Helge-Aands church (Fig. 2). Among more 
recent papers, reference maybe made to those  by Mr W. White 4, 

Mr Carpenter', and Mr Haig",'.  A paper by' Sir Henry Dryden 
includes measurements of the Wisby churches, and plans drawn 
by this author are, reproduced' in Mr. White's paper of 1886. 
Sorhe information, though of no great architectural value, in 
regard to Gothlan'd and its churches, is given by the authors of 
Rambles in Sweden and Gothland 8; A Tour in Sweden in 1838 9 , 

and One Year in Sweden".. Important contributions to the 
Ecclesiology of Gothland were, published by Major Heales in 
1888 and 1889". Fergusson, who speaks of Gothiand as possess-
ing." a group of churches within its limits as interesting as any 
in the north of Europe' 2," briefly describes some of the salient 
features of the local style, though it would appear from 
internal evidence' that he had* not visited' the island. ''In 
The Cathedrals 'and Churches of Norway, Sweden, and Denmark, 
Mr Buinpus" dedribes several churches, but his descriptions do 
not add much to the accounts contained in ëailier publications.' 

Since these notes were written Dr .  Ekhoff's work has. been published by the 
Royal Academy of Stockholm [Ekiloff '(12)].  

	

2 Clark (58). 	. 	' 	. " 	Gordon (48). 

	

White (86). 	, 	 ' Carpenter (86).. 

	

16 Haig (86). 	 7 Dryden. 	' 
8 Reviewed in the Ecciesiologist, Vol. yiii, p. 205, 1848. 

	

Laing (39). 	 '° Marry-at (62). 

	

'11 'Heales '(88) (89). 	, 	' ",' Fergusson "(93), Vol. ii, p. 321. 
13 Bumpus (09). 
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Mr Perry', . in a paper on Medieval Architecture in Sweden, 
speaks of the Wisby: and country churches as having been 
often 'describd and illustrated, a statement implying a more 
extensive literatiire.than I have been able to discover. Among 
Swedish looks the most important is probably a three-volume 
work by BruniuS.12 which unfortunat1y contains only a few 
illustrations. Hans Hildebrand's Wisby och cless Minnesmëirken 3  
is a well illustrated account of the walls and churches, and a 
folio by llerhold 4  contains several large drawings, also a plan 
of Helge-Aands church at Wisby. References to other sources 
are. given by Roosval in his Die 'Kirchem Gotlancls . In the 
second volume of Michel's L'Histoire de l'Art 6 , a short' account 
is given of the. more striking features of Gothiand churches, 
and a description of the Ecclesiastical architecture of the 
island is included by Wenge in a chapter contributed to 
Baulcunst des Abendlandes, by Dehio and von 'Bezold . 

With the exception. of a few dates taken from old Chronicles, 
documeiitary evidence is very meagre, .and, as Roosval points 
'out, the buildings themselves afford to, a large extent the 
only available data. Attention should be called to the. Wisby 
Museum, which contains a large number of interestin g .,anti-
quarian objects. Among them are pieces of old wooden 
churches' which presumably existed between. 1030, the date 
of the Oth1anders' conversion by Olaf, and the erection of 
theearlier stone buildings in the first-half of the 12th century:;. 
numerous wooden figures and crosses representing different 
periods, some being of superior workmanship, worked stones 
from S. Olaf and other Wisby, churches, several fonts and 
large' limestone memorial slabs, on one of which is i cised 'an 
unusually perfect picture. of .a Viking's ship; also a considerable 
collection of foreign coins illustrative of the commercial im-
portance of this northern Hanseatic port 

1 Perry (91). 	.. 	 ' 	 Brunius (64). 
Hildebrand (93).. 	" 	 Herhold (52). 
Roosval (11).  

6 Michel (06), Tome ii, Pt. i, p.  65; Tome xi, Pt. ii, p.  545. '. 

7 Dehio and von Bezold. (01).  
8 Similar: remains of wooden:- churches may be seen, in :the : 

Museum, Stockholm.  
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Wisby Churches. 	• 	. 

The Cathedral (S. Maria). This church, the only one in 
use, consists in part Of Romanesque.. work, to which several 
additions have been made at different .  periods. Like many 
other Wisby churches, S Maria has three aisles of equal 
height, a type of construction spoken of by German authors 
as the Hallenkirche' and occasionally met with in English 
parish churches,. though much commoner in Westphalia 'apd 
in other parts of Germany 2. The present internal constructidn 
is said to have been superposed on a true basilican form about 
the middle of the 13th century 3. At 'a' slightly earlier date 
some additions, were made, including the easternmost S dooi, 
part of which is modern. In the middle of the 14th ceñturr 
a large chapel was built on to the S.W. end of the nave, but 
the present external features of tIisportion of the building 
are the result of. modern restoration. The lower part of the 
large square western tower is Romanesque in design :—round-
headed double windows and string-courses on a corbel-table of 
small round arches. In the thick wall of the tower is an open 
arcade of round double arches, extending along three sides of 
the square similar- to those 'in the towers of some of the 
country churches (cf. P1. IX, B). At the E. end are two 'late1' 
towers capped like that at the wesl end by wooden la` ntern4. 
There is a considerable space above the level of the nave roof 
lighted by windows in the east gable and by others below the 
roof on the north and south sides this space, formerly used 
as a warehouse, wa made by raising the central part of 'the 
church and converting the whole into what has been called 
a pseudobasilica As described by Roosval the growth and 
successive metamorphoses of the church form an interesting 
chapter in architectural history. This author assigns the earliest 
part of S Maria to ca 1200, the conversion of the true basilica 

1 This term is translated Barn church by Miss G.L. Bell in her descriptions 
pf. early Anatolian :  churches. See Ramsay and Bell (09), p. 59; also pp.  309, 
310 br some interesting remarks on 11  barn churches 
" 	Moore (99) p-' 249 1 fi 130; Dehio and-Non Bezold (01), Bd. 'ii, p. 301. 

Roosval (11), pp.  110, et seq. 
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into a barn church being effected ca. 1255: the alteration 
into the pseudobasilican form is stated to have taken place 
before 1423. . .. . . . 

S. Nicholas (P1. IX, C). 
When seen* from the limestone plateau above the main part 

of the town, the Dominican church of S. Nicholas presents a 
striking appearance. At the W. end a high-pitched gable is 
projected against a background of blue sea, and the remains of 
the vaults, some with. wide gashes in their sides, form a 
'series of mounds above the roof of the nave and aisles. A 
polygonal apse with late lancet windows forms the eastern 
6xfremity-* On the outside bf' the north wall the pilasters do 
not, reach to the top of the wall; this fact and the occurrence 
of 'Romanesque Or Transitional responds below the . springing 
Of the vaults on the iniler face" of the aisle-walls point to the 
raising of the aisles up to the. -  of the nave, the conversion 
of 'a basilica into a 'barn church'. Below the pairs of lancet 
\windows -  on the outside of the N. wall the remains of cloister 
arches' are clearly shown and the dividing line between the 
• older nave and later choir is easily recognized by a break in. 
the C* O-ntinuity Of the masonry, where part of. a staircase is 
exposed.. The vaulting-shafts between "the. windows of the 
apse are 'in two pieces (P1. IX, C) an Upper portion, consisting 
of a group of three engaged slender shafts surmounted by. 'a 
capital with a narrow. abacus and a row of stalked leaves, resting 
on the broader abacus, of a lower capital (P1. IX, C; a) which 
terminates a broken shaft of earlier date. The east . windows 
oPtain fragments of'geometrical tracery (P1. IX, C, b)., The 

square piers of the 'nave rest on. plain chamfered bases, and 
above 'a simple impost-moulding rise the remains of steep 
ribless vaults'... Above the south door at the west end of 
the nave is a late rose window of poor design, and o'n the 
Romanesque tympanum are incised figures of S. Nicholas and 
S. 'AUgustine.. 'In the upper part of the western gable 'are 
to large circular blind rosettes of red brick divided into 
radiating compartments, and in addition thiee sets of small 

1 Roosval (ii), p. 128. 	' 
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pointed 'window, a composition of -( infantile. .'design''.).-, : ;The' 
legend is that. in the. circular recesses were fixed 1 The:: large 
ear.bunclés which attracted Waldemar w hose ships. laden with 
these and other spoils were wrecked; and the flashing,gern. 
may still be. seen under favourable conditions below the. waters 
of the - Baltic.- .. 	 '.. 	 .' 	 . ...... 	 . 

The :Dotninicans are. said to have settled in Wisby in 1-227 
or 1240. The earlier portions of the. church are assigned by 
Roosval to 1240-50, and the east .end to ca.. 1400; The capitals 
of the responds, against the nve walls and the roundhèaded 
recessed . doors, considered without regard to documentary 
evidence and judged by English and . French standards, point 
to a late 12th century or early 13th Century date. 

S Karin (Pl. V B) 
The ruins of this Franciscan chutch, while insoind reseóts. 

the most attractive, are less interesting architecturally . than 
those of S. 'Lars and other Wisby churches. As in S.: Nicholas 
and S. Maria, there is clear evidence of alteratiOn and éxtehsion 
of 'an  earlier building.. The present' church has three aisles; 
the . vaulting is almost entirely destroyed, but the transverse 
'arches remain (P1. 'V,.B), those of 'the north andsouth àisIe 
being . of broad lancet form, and slightly lower than . . the 
segmental pointed ribs of, the iave. The vaulting is refre.. 
sehted by. patches of brick-filling and portions of diagonal :iibs 
in the angles at the springing of ,the, transverse arches. The 
bricks of the diagonal ribs, terminating in 'a filleted roll, have 
mouldings of 13th century pattern like those in the vaulting-
ribs of Beauvais Cathedral and S. Chapelle (Paris).'' The main 
piers are 'octagonal and: their capitals  bases show  con 
sidérabie, variety of moulding. The transverse have archs are 
continued downwards jto_ the, capitals of the piers in the. forth 
of pilasters, and a simple. moulding projects as a shortl string.. 
course abOve the capitals (P1. V. B). On the soffit. of each. 
transverse arch is a transverse rib supported on corbels. The 
transverse: arches' Of the aisles rest - on corbels on the north' 
and south walls.,..  

Michel (06), Tome ii, Pt. ii, p. 547. 
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. : .Onthè easternrnost piër 'and 'oh the south side near the base 
there is theincised outline of an ae o other tool similar to one 

'Oflj' 18th' century grave-slab in the Cluny Museum'; on the 
same pier at a higher 'level ,i another mason's mark. There are 
no 'transepts: the polygonal east end closely, resembles that of 
S. Nicholas. Between the nave and chancel a high-pitched gable 
overtojisthé tranverse arches of the nave. A massive .moulded 
corbel supports the easternmost arch of the north arcade of the 
nave. The walls of the nave are pierced by long lancets, 
containing pieces of geometrical tracery, se'parate'd by external 
pilasters. At the W. end are the remains of a late tower. Near 
the E. end 01 the S. aisle a Romanesque or Tranitional capital 
of an engaged-shaft' -projects from the wall, and 'many worked 
stones on 'the grass-covered floor of the chancel and below 
the west tower afford additional examples of' the' style 'of the 
original building. These include 'a' piece of string-course with 
iraihhead. ornament, portions of a capital with a square abacus 
and corner crockets; another capital has a round abacus rect-
angular :iñ section,. a rounded necking and the, intervening 
surface 'divided into scallops, in each of which is .a median 
row. of 'nail-heads, a d esign occasionally seen in Britain in 
late :12th and early 13th century wQrk 2.. The fact that the 
Franciscans' founded a monastery at Wisby in 1233 fixes a 
limit 'to the age 'of the .earlier church. The present nave, 
with the exception : of at least parts of the walls, may be 
assigned to the 14th century, the polygonal apse being added, 
according to Roosval about 1400 

S Lars (V)  0, Fig.,1) 
The 'ground-plan of this church may be described as a 

Greek. cross with the eastern limb prolonged and .terminating 
in: a semicircular, apse (P1. \T, .0), with. rectangular pieced in 
sertO'd,in, the four angles (Fig. 1). A massive four-sided pier 
stan,dC at ..each angle of a central, square, carrying 'broad 
round 'or, 'in some cases, very slightly pointed: aches, between 
which are preser.ve'd :portions of the vaulting masonry.' .The 

1 Lethdby (04), p. 256. See also Masse (05), p. 18 (Chartres Cathedral).'" 
2 Of. Kelso Abbey; ,Fergusson (93),p. 422. 
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vaults over thi 'central area may have been domical .:above 
with groins extending a short distance from the springing;the, 
type spoken of as a groined 'Byzantine vault'. ,  The .pierbasês 

I 
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are square in section, and a narrow impost-moulding takes 
the place of . capital. 	The chancel has a well preserved 
quadripartite vault with diagonal ribs in the form of a bold 

Bond (05), p. 309. 
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roll-àoülding on a réctanguar base: the semi-domed. apse .  is a' 
notewcnl feature and suggests an 'early 12th century date; 
The chañcel-arch rets on-sin'iple corbels. An intresting feature 
is ffordëd by an ihtramural staircase extending almost the 
whole way round the church (Fig. 1, B), and passing at the 
ends of the transepts and at the west end through round-
headed openings in the splay of the lancet windows. The 
staircase, which dips up 'and down, is lighted by pairs of 
narrow openings with a dividing shaft. In the lower part of 
the east wall 'of the south transept is a recess under a round-
headed arch communicating by a small round-headed door 
with the south-east corner of the nave; this recess no doubt 
contained an altar. 

The W. door has a semicircular arch with limestone shafts 
in the angles of the recessed jambs. The capitals have a 
square abacus and acanthus ornament. - The bases of the shafts 
have angle-spurs and base-mouldings of late 12th or early 
13t4 century type'. On both the arch-mouldings of the S. door 
and' the jambs are good examples of dog-tooth ornament, and 
the..'-capitals, with reversed' volutes 'at the corners and broad 
simple leaves, are identical with some in the Galilee of Durham,. 
the chapel of Newcastle Castle, Byland Abbey, S. Mary's 
Church, Shrewsbury 2, and other churches. - Below the roof of 
the apse is a Romanesque corbel-table of round arches, a form 
particularly common in' German and Lombard buildings.- Over 
the western bay of the nave are the ruins of a massive square 
tower.  

S. tars. is referred -by. Roosval to ca. 1260, but the. chancel, 
he thinks, may be older., A con1arisQnof the ajse and chancel 
with buildings in France and England ould lead one to assign 
the eastern portion of the church to the first half of the 12th 
century, but the design of the S. and W. doors clearly points 
to the Transitional period, or to 'the earlier part of the 
13th century. The simple form of the vaulting , ribs in the 
chancel is consistent with an early 12th century date and in 
English churches might denote even the end of the 11th 

1 Choisy, p. 64.'  
2 Atkinson (04), fig. 20; -Prio' (00), p..144. 
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century. In Durham Cathelrad, cbrdi.ng to. Mi': Fiancis..Bdnd 
ribswere substituted for groins in 1093 1. The plan of S. Lars 
and the dornical form. of the vaulting tempt one to make a' 
comparison with Byzantine churches,. e.g St Front,. .P6rigueux 2 :. 
the resemblances though slight may. have some significance in 
view of the trade-relations of . Wisby. 

S Drotten 

The church of. the Holy Trinity, in 'a much more'.'-ruined, 
state than S. Lars, is spoken of by some writers as a sister,  
church with similar plan. An inspection of the two churches, 
only a few yards apart, shows that while they possess certain 
features in common, in plan they differ considerably. The 
nave is approximately square, but none of the piers are standing. 
The square W. tower, like that of S. Lars, has corbelled, 
string-courses, and in the upper part of the tower are holes in 
the masonry, which are said to have served for .the supports of 
a look-out gallery 3. A gable rises above the level of the walls 
between nave and chancel. On the S.W. side of the nave are 
the remains of a later' chapel. The nave is connected with 
the chancel by a tall round arch, and alove thiS on the W. side 
of the wall are the mouldings of three transverse vaulting-
ribs supported on corbels. Similarly. 'on the N. and S. walls 
of the nave are three longitudinal arch-mouldings resting on 
engaged shafts with Romanesque capitals. It is-clear that the 
nave and aisles were of equal height, and the style of the 
capitals of the responds agrees c]oSel with that of the ôorrd-. 
spondng members in. S. Nicholas and S. .Karin. The windows 
'ai' of two .syles, small splayed openings of 'eailier 'date' ind:, 
large later insertions with 'geometrical tracer y . The : apse 
semicircular; with three round-headed small slayèd windows, 
and pilasters with anglerolls. Portions of the arch-moulding 
over the door in the S. ivall of the chancel show both dog" 
tooth, and 'zigzag.. ornament. . Rooval assigns - the, nave 'to 
ca. 1250, a date, as in the ease of the Other churches, later than 
is suggested by the' architectural features.'  

1 Bond (05), - ,p.-  20 	 Spiers (05) p  155 
' 3.Wbite (86).* ... 	. 	' 	. ' 
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Helge-Aands. Church (P1. VI; Fig. 2). 
This church, formerly attached to a Hospital, has received 

more attention than any other building in Wisby. An-'octagonal 
nave surrounded by the partially ruined walls of a tower is 
prolonged eastwards into an oblong chancel with a square end )  
as seen from outside, though apsidal internally, owing to a 
segmental wall which projects from the inner face of the east 
end (Fig. 2). On each side of this apsidal wall is a vaulted 
chamber about 9-ft. deep, partially closed in front by the free 
edges of the segmental val1 (P1. VI, B). From the north 

In citam-fre 
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• 	Fig. 2. Helge Aands church. (After Gordon.) 

chamber a staircase leads to an upper vaulted chamber, and 
there is a similar second story on the S. side. The ruins of 
a third chamber rest on the second on the S. side, and this 
was doubtless the case also on the north. In the middle of 
the E. wall is a low round-headed, splayed window ;- the N. and 
S. èhambers are lighted by slits. In the S. wall of the chancel 
is a large round-headed window with traces of two.,smaller 
windows which - it - has, replaced. The nave has two octagonal 
stories, with portions of a third at the top of the pPesent 
tower walls. There is a round-headed recessed door,, of th 
Romanesque or Transitional type characteristic of several of 
the Wisby churches, in the middle of the N. and S. walls of the 
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nave: The openings of' the doors are framed by flat linietone 
slabs and. surmounted by a trefoil .tyrnpaninii; The vaulting -, 
of the lower story of the nave is sttppoi'ted bycfthii o6tgthm1' 
piers, and the vaulting ribs rest on corbels 3n th • W.' alls. -'In.- 
the S.E. and N.E. Corners of the 'nave on bothfloors segmental 
recesses, which evidently contained altar, corn mihiicte with: 
the body of the church "bya pa- ir of low árche witha central: 
shaft. The centre of the roof of the lower story is pierced',  
by a polygonal opening.7ft. n diameter. Several writers have 
discussed the use of this opening, which is generallycotisidered'. 
to have 'served, for the conduction of sound. from one floor-to the 
other'. -It is also.. conjectured that the. upper story was. used, 
by the nuns of the Hospital, the lower floor being reserved 
for men or a general cong regation  2. The lower floor commu-
nicates with the chancel by a pointed arch with a simple 
moulding at the springing, and the W. wall of the upper .story 
is pierced by a wide round-headed'arch.',The upper floor is 
similar in plan to the lower, but the piers are cylindrical and 
on each of the corners of the square bases. is a broad leaf-
like spur, terminating in a reversed volute (P1. VI, A). Two 
intramural staircases lighted by an open arcade lead'from the 
lower to the upper floor, beginning in the N W and S W walls 
and meeting Tat a door in' the middle of the W. wall Of the 
upper floor (P1. VI, A). . From the N.W. wall of the latter a 
staircase leads to a third floor. At the top of the outer walls 
of the tower oblique lines in the angles of the masonry point 
to the former presence of a spire similar to those' of many Of 
the country churches.  

Gordon (48). . 	. 
,' In this connexion it is interesting .to find the upper story, of a chapel on 

Mount Sion described by Felix Fahri, a Dominican from Ulm who visited 
Palestine in the latter part of the fifteenth century, as "a great and coitly. 
chapel" founded by the King of France where the Holy Spirit came' down 
upon the disciples, atthe day of Pentecost. The true explanation of the upper 
floor of the Wisby church is probably that it was built in celebration of th" 
descent of the Holy Spirit. I am indebted to Sir Cecil Spring-Riceför'calliuig 
my attention to the passages from the Wanderings of Felix Fahri quoted in 
the recently published volume cii Jerusalem (p.  255) by Genevieve Watson 
in the Medieval Town Series 'as probably affording the most likely solution' 'to' 
the structure of the Helge.Aands church. 
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Fergüsson arid other authors compare thi church. with one 
at Schwartz Rhe5indorf in Getmany (1151) and with other two-. 
storied buildings but I know of none which agrees very closely 
with Helge-Aands church. at •Wisby 1. Roosval refers the 
church to an early .13th centuy date, the nav being assigned 
to a. rather later period, ca. 1255. It is Worthy of note that 
the base -moulding of the towerappears to be of slightly later 
desigri. than that of the chancel. S 

S. Clement. S 	 S 	

5 

This church was not accessible to visitors durin.g the tune 
of M- y visit, being under investigation by Prof Ekhoff of 
StoAh 01M  2 

S Olaf. 
The remains of this church in the Botanic Garden consist 

of portions of a massive western tower with a large Romanesque 
door, also a few bases of clu'stered' pillars presumably of later 
date, which mark the positions of some of the nave piers 
Blocks of worked stones from this church in the Museum 
afford good examples of dogtooth ornament and mouldings 
agreeing closely with vaulting ribs in Notre Dame, Paris 

S Hans, S Peter S.* Gertrude, S Michel.  
• Some good mouldings and part of a massive pier of bold. 

proportions of lale. 12th or early 13th century design represent11  the church of S. Hans, and adjacent to this are piers of 
masonry said to belong to the church of S. Peter. Portions 
of the basal walls of the small one-aisled church of S. Gertrude 
and a semicirculat tympanum bearing an incised figure of the 
abbess may be seen close to the east end of S. Nicholas. I was 
unable to find 'any traces of S. Michel's church, though the 
plan of the building is sh own on a map of Wisby near the 
landward wall on the east side of the town. * 

1 One of the best descriptions of Helge Aands church is contained in a 
letter from Mr Gordon published in the Ecciesiologist for 1848. 	• 

Ekhofi (12). 	
S 	

•, 	 S 
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S. Uöran. A. From the South-east. 
B. View of W. end, showing pier of lon gitudinal arcade. 
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S. Göran (P1. VII). 

The Church of the Lepers without the walls shows.some 
interesting features. Tall high-pitched gable-walls project 
from above the side walls at the west and east ends, and 
between nave and chancel (Plate VII, A). The nave was 
originally divided by a longitudinal vaulted arcade, a common 
feature in the country churches, but only the western pier with 
portions of the vaulting is preserved (P1. VII, B). At the west 
end there is a groove On the outside wall near the top of the 
gable, and, at a lower level, projecting pieces of broken walls 
which point to the former existence of some westward extension 
or narthex. There are two small W. doors and two round-
headed windows above. A ground-course with a projecting 
chamfered plinth and a prominent roll-moulding above runs - 
round the whole of the outer walls; The square east wall is 
pierced by three tall splayed lancets (P1. VII, A). The steep 
groined vaulting of the chancel which terminates above in a 
small cupola is in a fairly good state of preservation,, the 
transverse vaulting-rib being supported on corbels on the 
N. and S. walls. A wide pointed arch divides nave from 
chancel, and on each side of this, as seen fiom the west, is a 
small deeply splayed squint. In the nave walls are three 
splayed narrOw windows, and portions of three vaulted bays. 
One of the vault corbels has a simple broad-leaf ornament 
such as is frequently found on late 12th century capitals in 
France. Roosval refers the choir to 1265. 

Cistercian Church at Roma (P1. VIII, A; 'Fig. 3). 

• The Cistercians are said to have founded a monastery at 
Roma in 1164: its position in a solitary place," the superior 
workmanship, and dignified simplicity are features in accordance 
with the Cistercian rule. There is a marked contrast between' 
this monastic ruin, with a total absence of figure-sculpture and 
a restrained use of mouldiñgs, and the richly decorated,churches 
of rather later date scattered over the island. In the middle 
of the west wall are portions of deep-cut ,mouldings 'at the 
sides of a .wide opening, which was probably occupied by two 

C. A, S. Comm. VOL. XVI. 	 6 
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or three narrow lancets. The square east end retains part of 
the splayed sides of lancet windows. To the north of the 
chancel are two apsidal chapels, and no doubt originally 
there were two corresponding chapels on the south side. The 
use of transepts as lobbies to chapels on their east side is a 
Cistercian feature'. The nave is enclosed by two round-
arched arcades, with the openings filled in with masonry, and 
conical corbels on the walls above the arcades show the position 
of the transverse vaulting arches (P1. VIII, A). Roosval who 

Fig. 3. 	Corbels, Roma. (Drawn by M. Seward.) 

points out that the corbels are not placed in definite relation 
to the piers thinks that the vaulting of the nave may have 
been an afterthought. Some of the scalloped corbels (Fig. 3) 
agree closely with those on the aisle walls of Fountains Abbey', 
a pattern frequently used by Cistercian builders' who favoured 
the use of corbels in preference to vaulting-shaft s 4. The style 
of this attractive church agrees with that of Sharpe's Tran-
sitional period (1145-90), but the erection of the building may 
well have been at a later date. 

Country Churches. 

Roosval gives the number of churches in Gothland, exclusive 
of Wishy, as 91, and there are indications that the number 
was once considerably greater. Of these I visited only six, 
Stnga, Dalhem, Bro, Lärbro, Othem, Tingstäde, and in most 

Hope (00), p. 12. 	 2 Ibid. p. 22. 
Bond (05), p. 103. 	 4 Ibid. 
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cases but little time was available for dtailed examination of 
the many interesting features. Mr J. W. Clark, who drove 
round the island in 1856, speaks of the beauty of the doorways 
(P1. X) as showing "a fertility of invention, and a skill in the 
disposition and execution of ornament which is truly admir-
able '." In most cases the churches are assigned to about the 
middle of the 14th century.. Their architectural features are 
of special interest as possessing marked indiviftality, and 9bow 
a departure from the style of contemporary buildings in other 
lands. In the construction as in the decoration of the churches 
the local architects displayed considerable originality, and while 
certain features, such as the form of the west towers with tall 
wooden spires (P1. IX, B),-can be closely matched in Germany 
and elsewhere, the style as a whole exhi.bits decided freedom 
from outside influence. 

In plan the typical village church consisth of a broad 
square tower in the middle of the W. end (P1. IX, B), an 
oblong nave with thick and unbuttressed walls divided longi-
tudinally by two arches supported in the centre on a massive 
pier. Mr White  cites the churches o f Caythorpe in Lin-
colnshire, Clatford (Kent), and Hannington (Northants), as 
comparable in plan with S. Göran and the country churches 
of Gothland; but the resemblance—so far as one can judge 
from the plans given by White—does not appear to be very 
close. The nave of Dalhem' has two longitudinal arcades 
instead of one as in the majority of Gothiand churches. 
Stnga church is an example of the usial type of longi-
tudinally divided nave (cf. S. ,Gdrans, P1. VII )  B) with four 
compartments and quadripartite groined vaults. The western 
arch rests on a large corbel above the apex of a deep pointed 
arch between the end of the nave and the space below the 
tower. Below a moulded abacus the corbel bears a row of 
straight-stalked three-lobed leaves, with a large grotesque 
head below, from the mouth of which is suspended a votive 
offering of a model ship. The capital of the central pier is 
also two-storied and of elaborate design, 7decorated with stiff 
leaves and acanthus ornament. Two large corbels also support 

1 Clark (58), p. 206. 	 2 White (86). 
6-2 
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the transverse arches on the N. and S. walls of the nave. 
Roosval refers the nave of Stiiga to 1350, and that of 
Tingstäde, also with a longitudinal arcade, is referred to 1230. 
On the capital of the central pier of Tingstäde is a figure of 
a man taking a thorn from his foot, a subject reminiscent of 
one of the capitals in Wells Cathedral; there are also grotesque 
animals on this capital and birds with beaks grasping the 
necking. 

The chancel, narrower than the nave, has frequently an 
apsidal end, but in several churches the eastern termination 
is straight. A bold and often beautiful ground-course forms 
a prominent feature of the country churches, the roll-moulding 
of which is often prolonged as a free member (Fig. 4) beyond 

- 

Fig. 4. Upper member of ground-course, Othem. 

the plinth, where the ground-course is interrupted by a door. 
This is well shown at Lärbro and Othern, where the upper 
member of the ground-course ends as a free roll with a conical 
scalloped termination. At Stnga the ground-course is sur-
mounted by a scroll-moulding such as is met with in English 
churches in the late 13th and early 14th centuries'. 

The towers are usually broader below, and have a gallery 
round the three sides at the top of the lower story (P1. IX, B) 
reached by an intramural staircase'. The four walls of the 
towers are prolonged as steeply pointed gables between the 
alternating sloping sides of the tall wooden spires, a type 
probably copied from German models 3. The tower of Lärbro 
is octagonal, with large battering walls supporting the base. 
The walls of the lower story terminate in pointed gables 
(P1. VIII, B), which form a kind of corona encircling the greater 

1 Brandon (03), p.  60; Paley (65), p.  38. 
2 Major Heales (88) has given an interesting account of the principles of 

tower-construction in Gothiand churches. 
Simpson (09), p. 112. 
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part of the tower. S'epara'ted a short distance from the west 
end of 'Lärbro church is a massive square tower with a wooden 
spire, clearly of earlier date (P1. VIII, B), which is locally-known 
as .a kastal, and was doubtless built for defensive purposes. 

The nave walls of the country churches are relatively high 
and massive, and their height admits of the construction of 
very 'tall steeply inclined triangular pediments over the doors. 
There is always a door in the S. wall of both chancel and nave, 
aid'occasionally a third door at the W. end of the N. wall of 
the have. The doors are the most characteristic and striking 
features in the Gothiand churches: recessed jambs with 
cylindrical shafts in the angles of the square stages, capitals 
exhibiting a wonderful wealth of ornament, groups of figures, 
conventional foliage of 13th century type, and other decoration. 
The wooden doors, displaying an extraordinary richness of iron 
work', are set in a frame of flat limestone slabs, sometimes in 
two planes, foliated and cusped and occasionally sculptured 
(P1. X). These foliated 'inner orders of the doors are especially 
striking and characteristic, and while similar festooned portals 
occur in some German churches, this ancient motiv is probably 
more elaborated in Gothland than in any other western country. 
The door is often surmounted by a tall pediment, which may 
be capped by a small figure or carved circle (P1. IX, A). 

The doors on the, south side of Bro church are especially 
good. On the capitals of one of them are groups representing 
the birth of Christ, a subject frequently portrayed in the 
country churches; on other capitals there is an unusual type 
of undercut foliage of good design (Fig. 5). An excellent 
example of one of the simpler forms of porch is afforded by 
he S. door in the nave of Dalhem'; a quatrefoiled and cusped 

tympanum I is surmounted by a triangular pediment with a 
circle at .the apex on which is incised a small cross. The bases 
of the nook-shafts have spurs and early 13th century moulding. 

S nga church has a south porch of exceptional. 'interest 
(P1, IX, A). .. The old wooden doors are almost covered with 
very good and well preserved ironwork, and to one is attached 

1  Heales (89). Some splendid examples of ironwork occur also in ster -
gotland : 'see Janse (06). 
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a standard ell measure bearing the inscription "iitta icr reta 
gota em" (this iron true Gothiand ell). The deeply recessed 
portal has a steep pediment with a step near the apex, and is 
crowned by a figure of Christ holding up two fingers of one hand 
in blessing, and in the other hand is a small cross on a staff. 
The head of the door is in two planes, the edge of the lower 
is sexfoliate and the inner is foliated and cusped with figures 
in half-relief on its flat surface: Christ and the Virgin crowned 
occur at the summit with other figures below. On the capitals 
on the E. side are the Angel appearing to Mary, the meeting of 
Elizabeth and Mary, and other subjects. On the capitals of 
the W. side is the Flight into Egypt. Panels containing figures 
are cut on the outer face of the jambs and a pinnacle with 

Fig. 5. Capital from E. side of Bro porch (P1. X). (Drawn by M. Seward.) 

geometrical carving rises from each angle of the hood-mould. 
A remarkable feature is presented by the groups of large 
figures on the wall of the church immediately to the east of 
the S. door (P1. IX, A). It has been suggested that these 
groups are not in their original position, but I am inclined to 
think that the seated figure of the Virgin and Child (P1. IX, 
A. a) under a massive canopy, perhaps also the other groups, 
are not later insertions. It is noteworthy that the bracket 
supporting the Virgin is similar in design to the corbel on the 
W. wall of the nave supporting a longitudinal arch. Of the 
three groups the lowest represents three kings, the middle tier 
Christ mocked, and above is the descent from the Cross, with a 
figure to the east representing a crucified malefactor. The 
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malefactor's arms (P1. IX, A., b) are close to his side and sharply 
bent; a horizontal beam lies across his back with the ends 
projecting through the angles made by the.-bent arms. . Similar 
figures of crucified malefactors have been depicted by Antonello', 
Altichieri 2, and other Italian artists. The figure in the upper-
most group has been described by Mr Clark and other authors 
as that of a mailed knight, while Mr Bumpus 3  interprets the 
whole of the group as a representation of the Resurrection. 
Groups of figures in similar positions to those at Stnga 
occur at Loches in France, and at S. Sebald's church, NUrem-
berg (1439-77) 4. 

Roosval in his volume on Gothiand churches, which deals 
chiefly with those in the villages, treats the various door and 
window designs from an evolutionary standpoint. The general 
uniformity of style with numerous variants about a common 
type, or, as he puts it,, a homogeneity accompanied by striking 
originality, lends itself to a detailed comparative treatment 5 ; 

but the very small proportion of the churches which I visited 
does not enable me to express an opinion as to the validity of 
his conclusions. 

The windows are usually tall lancets, either simple or with 
two lights, and geometrical tracery in the head and occasionally, 
as in the octagonal tower of Lärbro, the window has two slender 
mullions. There is a general absence of windows in the N. wall 
of the churches. 

In some of the churches there are several carved stones of 
much earlier date (possibly early 12th century) than the walls 
into which they have been built. The, most striking instance 
of this is seen on the face of one of the jambs of the door at 
the W. end of the N. wall of the nave of Dalhem church: this 
consists of a long panel containing a figure of Christ and, below, 

1 Michel (08), Tome iii, Pt. ii, p.  721. 
2 E.g. a picture at Padua and one in the chapel of S.. Felix at Santo. I am 

indebted to my friends the Rev. A. Rose and Dr F. F. Blackman for these 
examples. See also Michel, Tome iii, Pt. i, p.  115, for a similar figure on a silk 
altarcloth in the Louvre. 

Bumpus (09), p.  260. 
- Smith (84), figs. 32, 49: Simpson (09), p. 341. 

Roosval (11), p.  S. 
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S. Nicholas holding a chalice in his hand. On the other face 
of the same jamb there is good arabesque carving suggesting 
Byzantine influence. In the S. wall of the nave of Bro church 
are several carved stones (P1. X), some with half-relief figures 
of animals which, as Carpenter' thinks, may have formed a 
corbel-course in an older church 2. The present nave of Bro 
is assigned by Roosval to 1250. 

There is an early carved tympanum above the square-
headed door of the sacristy on the N. side of the chancel of 
Lärbro representing Christ in the centre with an angel on 
each side (Fig. 6). This tympanum with its crude sculpture 
and the lintel supported on brackets suggests comparison with 
11th century work in England. 

: 
/ 

7' 

j 

Fig. 6. 	Tympanum, Liirbro. (Drawn by M. Seward.) 

The walls of Daihem church are decorated with several 
paintings, some of which are modern, but a few may, perhaps, 
be assigned to the 15th century: one of these represents an 
angel holding the scales of justice; in one pan is a single 
soul, while several small demons cluster about the other pan, 
which a devil of fearsome aspect vainly tries to depress. The 
walls of the square-ended chancel of Othem are also covered 
with paintings of saints later than the church (ca. 1280). 

The above description conveys but an inadequate idea of 
the many interesting features exhibited by the country churches 
of Gothiand, which, by reason of their excellent state of 

Carpenter (86). Dr Duckworth (11), P.  23, in describing an early font at 
Albdke in the island of Oland compares the animals with those in the S. wall 
of Bro. 

2 For a description and plan of the earlier church, see Ekhoff (12) p.  180, 
fig. 127. 
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• preservation and the many indications of originality in design 
are worthy of closer attention at the hands of architectural 
experts than they have so far received. 
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